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There are data in this presentation that are taken from individual published studies. 
They are individual evaluations and are not meant to replace or represent Alere 

product claims which are found in the package inserts.
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ED Stats: 2011

2http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/ahcd/nhamcs_emergency/2011_ed_web_tables.pdf

TIME TO 
SEE HCP

15-50 min

41%

2-3 hours

4.8%

1-2 hours

13.5%

3+ hours

3.3%

TIME SPEND 
IN ED

< 1 hour

11.9%

1-2 hours

24.3%

4-6 hours

15.0%

2-4 hours

34.9%

6+ hours

1.6%
< 15 min

27%

>136 MM ED visits = 44.5 visits/100 persons/year

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some emergency room statistics from the CDC.  In 2011 there were over 136 million visits to the ED in the US.   Roughly two-thirds of patients get seen in less than an hour, which is pretty good.  Don’t forget that one of the big changes in the Affordable Care Act is that hospital reimbursement is now closely tied to patient satisfaction.  Long delays to see a HCP will result in lower satisfaction scores.  Similarly for long ED stays.[Identify the statistics you find most interesting and speak to them.]______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slideHCP = healthcare providerCDU = clinical decision unitDon’t forget that the ED is a significant source of inpatient admissions.  When an ED goes on diversion, this is revenue leaving the hospital for another hospital.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversNational Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care Survey: 2011 Emergency Department Summary Tables found at web address on the slide.First line taken from Table 1 of  NHAMCS: 2011 Emergency Department Summary Tables “Circle” tables taken from Table 4 of  NHAMCS: 2011 Emergency Department Summary Tables  
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ED Stats: 2011

3http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/ahcd/nhamcs_emergency/2011_ed_web_tables.pdf

% of EDs

Diversion

33.4% More physical 
space in the 
past 2 years

18.1%

More treatment 
spaces in the 
past 2 years

22.3%

Plan to 
increase 
physical space 
in 2 years

21.0%

>136 MM ED visits = 44.5 visits/100 persons/year

Obs or CDU

27%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notice that one out of four EDs now have an observation or clinical diagnosis unit.  One out of three goes on diversion (the ED is full and ambulances have to go to another hospital) over the course of a year.  Roughly one in five EDs have increased treatment or physical space in the past two years and another one in five intend to do so in the next two years.[Identify the statistics you find most interesting and speak to them.]______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slideHCP = healthcare providerCDU = clinical decision unitDon’t forget that the ED is a significant source of inpatient admissions.  When an ED goes on diversion, this is revenue leaving the hospital for another hospital.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversNational Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care Survey: 2011 Emergency Department Summary Tables found at web address on the slide.First line taken from Table 1 of  NHAMCS: 2011 Emergency Department Summary Tables Data taken from Table 27 of  NHAMCS: 2011 Emergency Department Summary Tables 
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Approximately 
three-quarters of 

emergency room (ER) 
physicians have seen 

increases in patient visits 
since January 2014.

survey respondents to a ACEP survey say their 
emergency departments are not ready for 
continuing, and potentially significant, increases 
in volume.

ED: 2015

4
¹USA Today 5/4/2015 http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2015/05/04/
emergency-room-visits-rise-under-affordable-care-act/26625571/

In addition to a national shortage 
of primary care doctors, experts 
cite a lack of physicians willing 
to accept Medicaid patients as 
contributing factors to increased 
ER usage.

7 in 10

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More recently, in 2015 it was reported that approximately ¾ of ED physicians have seen increases in patient visits since January 2014. [Speak to the 2nd and 3rd bullet points]______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slideThese data are from 2015 should your customers comment on the data from the previous slide being from 2011.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approvers
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Long ED stay leads to worse 
adherence to ACC/AHA 

guideline care for 
NSTEMI patients3

higher likelihood of death 
when ED length of stay 
is greater than 6 hours1

Delay in the ED Leads to Poor Outcomes

5

1.BMJ (2011) 342: d2983
2 MJA (2006) 182: 208-212
3 Ann Emerg Med. (2007); 50; 489-96

Aspirin

ß-blockers

Heparin

GP II/IIIa inhibitors

Clopidigrel

71%-79%

in risk of death for every hour 
an ED patient waits2

20% increase

In risk of death for a one hour increase 
in overall length of ED stay2

10% increase

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Delay in the ED Leads to Poor OutcomesWe know that delay in the ED leads to poor outcomes. There is an association between waiting times and short term mortality and hospital admission.  One study documents that, if the ED length of stay (LOS) is > 6 hours, the patient is 71%-79% more likely to die (depending on how acutely ill that patient is) compared to the same patient who’s ED LOS is < 1 hour. [click to animate in the 2nd bullet] There is also an association between hospital overcrowding and mortality.  Another study suggests that, for every hour an ED patient waits for attention by a healthcare provider, their risk of death increases by 20%. [click to animate 3rd bullet] A one hour increase in overall length of ED stay increases the risk of death by 10%. [click to animate the text in the picture]  Finally, long ED stay leads to worse adherence to the ACC/AHA guideline care for NSTEMI patients.  This last study is a secondary analysis of data from the CRUSADE registry. There are a number treatments recommended by the ACC/AHA for the care of NSTEMI patients. NSTEMI patients who had a long (>8 hours) ED LOS were less likely to receive these guideline-recommended treatments than similar patients who had short (<4 hours) ED LOS.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slideCRUSADE is an ongoing, voluntary, observational data collection and quality improvement initiative to track guideline compliance, provide feedback about performance and develop quality improvement tools to improve adherence to guideline recommendations. The recommended treatments are those listed in the lighter orange chevron: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversPage 4 of 8. 2nd columnPage 211. middle columnTable 3
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Theoretical TAT Impact on ED Operations

6Storrow, AB et, al, Acad. Em Med (2008) 15:1130-1135
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lab turn around time (TAT) can impact ED operationsIn this study, the investigators created a simulation model to predict ED performance measures at an urban ED (annual census 55,000 patient visits).  They were then able to model ED operation performance based on laboratory TAT.  On all graphs, the x-axis is the simulated test TAT (in minutes from time the test was ordered to the time the results were received) and the y-axis is the metric described in the title of the graph. This is commonly called “brain-to-brain; the time the physician thinks about ordering the test to the time he/she receives the result.  Brain-to-brain TATs rarely hit 40 minutes.Note that the best performance can is predicted when the TAT is 40 minutes or less. This is right around the threshold of TATs that highly automated labs can achieve. It is important to remember that laboratory TAT is measured from the time the lab receives the sample to the time the results are reported; and most labs are quite good at hitting 30-40 minutes for this TAT.  This receipt-to-report TAT is different than the ED’s perception of brain-to-brain TAT.  This is a case for POC in the ED.  Faster turnaround times, when implemented with changes in processes and procedures, could lead to better ED operations which could lead to better ED outcomes.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slideDiversion days: # of simulated diversion days in a 90 day window______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversData extracted from Table 1.
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Knowing now matters™ in the ED
Chest Pain

7
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Challenges in Chest Pain Triage

8
CDC NCHS Data Brief, No 43, September 2010
Weiss, AJ et al HCUP Statistical Brief #174, June 2014

For patients 45+ years old, non-specific chest pain is 
the most common ED presentation resulting in discharge

5.556.2
2008 NON-INJURY 

ED VISITS 
(MILLION)

87%

38%
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40%
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100%

Non-ACS Non-urgent

CHEST PAIN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Challenges to Assessing Chest Pain in the EDAccording to a 2010 CDC report, in 2008  there were 61.7 million non-injury ED visits, of which 5.5 million (9.8%) presented with chest pain symptoms.  Of these 5.5 million, 87% received a diagnosis other than acute coronary symptoms (ACS).   Another study shows that, for patients 45+ years old discharged from the ED, non-specific chest pain was the most common symptom.So, while we associate heart attack with chest pain the ED, in fact, it is very often not the case.  HOWEVER, since a heart attack can be lethal, ED physicians must consider it for all chest pain patients.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slide______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversData extracted from Table 5“45+” statement found on page 8 of Weiss AJ (Truven Health Analytics), Wier LM (Truven Health Analytics), Stocks C (AHRQ), Blanchard J (RAND). Overview of Emergency Department Visits in the United States, 2011. HCUP Statistical Brief #174. June 2014. Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, Rockville, MD. http://www.hcupus.ahrq.gov/reports/statbriefs/sb174-Emergency-Department-Visits-Overview.pdf. 
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Chest Pain Could Be….

Heart

Heart attack

Angina

Pericarditis

Myocarditis

Cardiomyopathy

Aortic dissection

Gastro-
intestinal

Acid reflux 
(heartburn)

Swallowing 
problems related 
to disorders of the 
esophagus

Gallstones or 
inflammation of 
the gallbladder or 
pancreas

Lung

Pneumonia

Viral bronchitis

Pneumothorax

Muscle/
Bone

Bruised or broken 
ribs

Sore muscles 
from exertion or 
chronic pain 
syndromes

Compression 
fracture, causing 
pressure on a 
nerve

Other

Shingles

Panic attack

9

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chest pain is not a specific diagnostic symptomWhile we associate chest pain in the ED with heart attack, that chest pain could be coming from the heart and not be a heart attack.  It could be coming from the gut, other chest organs, muscle or bone, etc. ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slideHeart-Related Causes of Chest Painheart attackangina—chest pain due to blockages in the blood vessels leading to your heartpericarditis—inflammation of the sac around the heartmyocarditis—inflammation of the heart musclecardiomyopathy—heart muscle diseaseaortic dissection—a rare condition involving rupture of the heart’s main arteryGastrointestinal Causes of Chest Painacid reflux (heartburn)swallowing problems related to disorders of the esophagusgallstones or inflammation of the gallbladder or pancreasLung-Related Causes of Chest Painpneumoniaviral bronchitispneumothorax—a leak of air from your lung into your chestMuscle/Bone Causes of Chest Painbruised or broken ribssore muscles from exertion or chronic pain syndromescompression fracture, causing pressure on a nerveOther Causes of Chest Painshingles—an infection of the nerves and skin caused by the chicken pox viruspanic attack – a sudden episode of intense fear when there is no real danger or cause___________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approvershttp://www.healthline.com/symptom/chest-pain
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NSTEMIs Are Not Just Chest Pain

Commonly:
• Chest pain or discomfort
• Upper body discomfort
• Shortness of breath

But consider…
• Pain and discomfort could be mild, and could 

come and go over hours
• Diabetics may have no, or very mild, symptoms
• Cold sweat
• Nausea and vomiting
• Light-headedness or sudden dizziness

Some NSTEMIs have 
no symptoms at all

10

Women:
• Feeling unusually tired for no reason, 

sometimes for days
• Pain in the back, shoulders, and jaw

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similarly, NTEMI is not limited or diagnosed by chest painTo complicate matters farther, chest pain is not the only symptom of a heart attack.  In fact, the “chest pain” could be as mild as chest discomfort or shortness of breath.  Other symptoms of NSTEMI are poor diagnostic tools.  Sweating, nausea, light-headedness and weariness could be attributed to many other causes.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slide______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approvershttp://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/health/health-topics/topics/heartattack/signs 
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Chest Pain Patients Get to the ED Quickly

11McCord et. al. Circulation (2001) 104:1483-1488

2-3 hours

24%

6-10 hours

10%

4-6 hours

11%

>10 hours

30%
< 2 hours

25%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To complicate matters even further, almost half of chest pain patients get to the ED within 4 hours of the onset of their symptoms; we have done a good job of teaching the public to take chest pain seriously.  Unfortunately, this makes it even harder to determine if the chest pain patient is having a heart attack or not.  The biomarkers for cardiac necrosis might not have had a chance to rise to detectable levels.  The event may not yet be severe enough or long enough in duration to cause the “classical” or overt heart attack symptoms (shortness of breath, radiating jaw pain, cold sweats, etc.).______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slide______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversData extracted from Figure 1 of McCord
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CATH LAB

OBSERVATION

ADMITDISCHARGE ED

12

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ED has to make a rapid decision of where to disposition that chest pain patient because, as shown earlier, delay leads to bad outcomes.  Is the chest pain ischemic in origin?  Should the Cath Lab be activated?  Could this be an early MI? In which case the patient should be held for Observation.  Is the risk of an MI low enough to discharge the patient or should they be admitted for further evaluation?  The conservative approach is to hold all chest pain patients until the ED is 100% sure there is no heart attack, or to put them into observation or to admit them.  This might be safest, but it is also terribly inefficient. Don’t forget that 87% of ED chest pain patients are not experiencing acute coronary syndromes.  The ED has to make the right decision with a high decree of confidence while being as efficient as possible with time and resources.A key piece of information to help make this disposition are the cardiac biomarkers.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slide______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approvers
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Universal Definition of MI

Rise and/or fall of cardiac biomarkers (preferably troponin) with at least one 
value above the 99th percentile with at least one of the following:

– Symptoms of ischemia
– New or presumed new significant ST-segment changes or new left bundle branch block
– Development of pathological Q waves in the ECG
– Imaging evidence: loss of myocardium or wall motion abnormality
– ID of intracoronary thrombus by angiography or autopsy

Cardiac death with symptoms of ischemia

PCI patients: Cardiac marker elevations of 5 x 99th percentile or rise of 20% 

Stent thrombosis identified by angiography or autopsy

CABG patients: Cardiac marker elevations of 10 x 99th percentile

13

(Joint ESC/ACCF/AHA/WHF Task Force)

Thygesen. et al JACC (2012) 60:1581-1598

Myocardial necrosis in a clinical setting consistent with 
myocardial ischemiaMI is:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2000, the European Society of Cardiology and the American College of Cardiology redefined myocardial infarction (MI).  This new definition of MI shifted the MI Tn cutoff away from the older, relatively high ROC cutoffs to the much lower 99th percentile of normal patients.  Equally important, this definition of MI requires there be a Tn level above the 99th percentile WITH signs and symptoms of ischemia.This definition has been amended and refined since then and the most recent guidelines in 2012 (from a joint task force of the European Society of Cardiology, the American College of Cardiology Foundation, the American Heart Association and the World Heart Foundation) define MI as cardiac cell death (necrosis) as indicated by the rise and/or fall of cardiac biomarkers, preferably troponin, with at least one reading above the 99th percentile.  This must be accompanied by symptoms of ischemia and/or a handful of other criteria [referring to the bullet points below the 99th percentile reference].  These guidelines also identify a few other definitions of MI, but the first one is the most relevant.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slidePer the package insert, the Triage ROC curve MI cutoff is 0.4 ng/mL; the 99th percentile is <0.05 ng/mL.PCI = percutaneous coronary intervention.  This usually refers to the use of a catheter to open an artery and placement of a stent to keep it open.CABG = Coronary artery bypass grafting. A healthy artery or vein from the body is connected, or grafted, to the blocked coronary artery. The grafted artery or vein bypasses (that is, goes around) the blocked portion of the coronary artery. This creates a new path for oxygen-rich blood to flow to the heart muscle.ROC = receiver operator curve______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approvers
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Important to Remember

14

A positive Tn is 
no longer an MI

A positive Tn means 
cardiac damage
• It could be an MI
• It could be something else…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does this change in cutoffs mean?  This means that a positive Tn (above the 99th percentile) no longer equates to an MI.  [Advance the animation to show the right side of the arrow.]  This means that a positive Tn means cardiac damage.  It could be cardiac damage caused by ischemia, which is a heart attack, but it could be cardiac damage caused by a myriad of other conditions.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slide______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approvers
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Non-ACS/HF Tn Elevations

15Kelley, Januzzi and Christenson. Clin Chem (2009) 55:2098-2112.

Acute Complications of 
Inherited Disorders 
 Neurofibromatosis, Duchenne 

muscular dystrophy, Klippel-Feil
syndrome

Environmental Exposure
 Carbon monoxide, Hydrogen 

sulfide, Colchicine

Chronic Disease
 ESRD, Cardiac infiltrative 

disorders (Amyloidosis, 
Sarcoidosis, Hemochromatosis), 
Scleroderma, Hypertension, 
Diabetes, Hyperthyroidism

Iatrogenic Disease
 Invasive procedures (Heart 

transplant, Congenital 
defect repair, Lung 
resection, ERCP, RFCA)

 Noninvasive procedures 
(Cardioversion, Lithotripsy)

 Pharmacological sources 
(Chemotherapy, Other 
medications)

Myocardial Injury
 Blunt chest injury, 

Endurance athletes, 
Envenomation (Snake, 
Jellyfish, Spider, Centipede, 
Scorpion)

Cardiac and Vascular
 Acute aortic dissection
 Cerebrovascular accident

– Ischemic stroke
– Intracerebral hemorrhage
– Subarachnoid hemorrhage

Respiratory
 Acute PE, ARDS

Muscular Damage

Cardiac Inflammation
 Endocarditis, Myocarditis, 

Pericarditis

Infectious
 Sepsis, Viral illness, Kawasaki 

disease. Apical ballooning 
syndrome. Thrombotic 
thrombocytopenic purpura, 
Rhabdomyolysis, Birth 
complications in infants 
(low birth weight, preterm)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a list of non-ACS and non-HF conditions that cause detectable elevations of Tn.  Some of these conditions make sense, like cardiac inflammation and aortic dissection.  Others are a bit surprising like envenomation.  We now know that marathon runners have elevated levels of Tn after a race.  A detectable level of troponin no longer equals a heart attack.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slide______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversData pulled from Table 1 and 2 .
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How to Best Use TnI Results

16

99th Percentile Value: Apparently healthy population, results are typically close to zero

AMI Cutoff: Value that determines if a patient is experiencing an AMI based on WHO criteria 

Serial draws are recommended to detect temporal rise and fall of troponin-I 
levels characteristic of MI, and should be used in conjunction with other 
information such as other cardiac markers, ECG, clinical symptoms, etc.

AMI Cutoff99th 
Percentile

Normal 
Range for 
the Assay

ANY value above the 99th percentile is abnormal and is now defined as 
an MI if accompanied with signs and symptoms of ischemia.  

AMI per WHO criteria

Compiled from multiple guidelines from ACC, AHA, ESC, and WHO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how does one use Tn in the assessment of chest pain patients?[Advance animation.]  If the Tn levels are in the normal range (below the 99th percentile), the chest pain is unlikely to be cardiac in origin.  Remember, 87% of chest pain patients in the ED will not have an ACS diagnosis.[Advance animation.]  If the assay in use still has an AMI cutoff and the Tn levels are above that cutoff, this is likely to be a heart attack.[Advance animation.]  If the Tn results are above the 99th percentile, the guidelines recommend the use of serial draws to help differentiate between cardiac damage that is caused by an acute event and a chronic cardiac condition.  If the patient is having a heart attack the Tn levels should rise over a few hours.  If this is a chronic cardiac condition, the Tn levels are likely to stay stable.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slideTechnically, the definition of MI is the rise and/or fall of Tn.  This was likely added to the definition to capture patients who present to the ED later in the course of the MI when the Tn levels are falling.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversThis bar graph is an Alere creation
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How to Best Use TnI Results

17

99th Percentile Value: Apparently healthy population, results are typically close to zero

AMI Cutoff: Value that determines if a patient is experiencing an AMI based on WHO criteria 

99th 
Percentile

Normal 
Range for 
the Assay

Serial draws are recommended to detect temporal rise and fall of troponin-I 
levels characteristic of MI, and should be used in conjunction with other 
information such as other cardiac markers, ECG, clinical symptoms, etc.

Compiled from multiple guidelines from ACC, AHA, ESC, and WHO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unfortunately, the clinical trials being conducted for modern Tn assays do not lend themselves to the establishment of a ROC curve, WHO-criteria AMI cutoff.  EDs must routinely run serial draws to establish temporal changes in cardiac biomarkers.  The guidelines and literature do not yet give specific time intervals and delta-Tn criteria for these serial draw protocols______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slide______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversThis bar graph is an Alere creation
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The American College of Emergency Physicians (ACEP)
Guidelines for Non-ST Elevation Chest Pain Patients

All patients

 No rule-in recommendation. 
 For rule-out: 

A single negative CK-MB mass, 
Troponin I or Troponin T measured 
8-12 hours after symptom onset.

Early presenters 
(<6-8 hours after symptom onset)

 A negative myoglobin in conjunction 
with a negative CK-MB mass, or 
negative Troponin when measured at 
baseline and 90 minutes.

 A negative 2-hour delta CK-MB mass 
in conjunction with a negative 2-hour 
delta Troponin.

19Fesmire et al. Ann Emerg Med (2006) 48:270-301

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ACEP guidelines for non-ST elevation chest pain patients do give some guidance on how to use troponins and two older biomarkers, myoglobin and CK-MB.  If the patient has experienced symptoms for >8 hours, a negative CK-MB or troponin (troponin I or T) excludes MI.  Patients presenting less than 6-8 hours after symptom onset can be evaluated using serial draws and multiple markers [as described in the slide].It is very important to remember that all assessment of chest pain patients must be done in conjunction with patient signs and symptoms.  All cardiac biomarker assays are cleared as an aid in the diagnosis of chest pain patients.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slide______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversGuideline recommendations found on pg. 274 of guidance document.
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How to Best Use TnI Results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This strategy takes advantage of the fact that, after the onset of an MI, the cardiac biomarkers rise quickly.  This graph is a drawing to illustrate this fact. Note the colored area of the Tn line.  We do not know when Tn levels rise with the newer, more analytically sensitive assays.  We do know that Tn levels are detectable earlier than 4-6 hours after MI symptom onset.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slide______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversFigure already approved in ensur: CVD3678_FINAL_10001720-01_EN_ Alere Triage Myocardial Necrosis Markers Graph
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Data from three 
Dallas-area hospitals:

If any of the three criteria below were met, the 
patient was considered positive for an MI:

Rapid Disposition Algorithm and Strategy

20Straface , AL et al Am. J. Clin. Path. (2008) 129:788-795

~ one hour intervals
Medical Center of Arlington

~ two-hour intervals
Plaza Medical Center

~ three hour intervals 
Medical City Dallas

1 A TnI ≥ 0.4 ng/mL on any draw

3 A doubling of myoglobin between sequential 
draws with a 50% or greater increase in CK-MB 
without detectable TnI on any of the draws

2 A doubling of myoglobin between sequential 
draws with any detectable TnI by the last draw

Testing performed on the Alere Triage 
platform.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are data from one study that shows what can be achieved with a serial draw protocol.  This retrospective study was conducted at three Dallas hospitals which, at the time, conducted serial draws at 1, 2 or 3 hour intervals testing for TnI, CK-MB and myglobin using the Alere Triage platform.  The protocol was to consider a patient positive for MI if, with signs and symptoms consistent of MI, a) the troponin result was greater than 0.4 ng/mL on any draw, b) the myoglobin result doubled between draws and troponin was detectable on any draw or c) the myoglobin doubled and the CK-MB increased by 50% between draws regardless of whether Tn was detectable.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slideStudy conducted at 3 medical centers and 5,241 patients with chest pain admitted to the ED were initially included in the studyRetrospective analysis with final diagnoses based on TnI levels from the central laboratory, clinical observations, and/or cardiac catheter findings. The discharge ICD-9 diagnosis was the clinical endpoint1st blood specimen obtained shortly after admission, 2nd specimen was ordered between 1 and 3 hours after the initial specimenDiagnosis of acute myocardial infarction (AMI) was based on: a doubling myoglobin level accompanied by at least a 50% increase in the creatine kinase (CK)-MB level with no detectable TnI; a doubling of myoglobin level together with any detectable TnI; or a TnI level of 0.4 ng/mL or more on any draw, irrespective of myoglobin or CK-MB results.  Single and serial TnI-only protocols, using either the ROC curve cutoff (0.4 ng/mL) or the 99th percentile approximation cutoff (0.05 ng/mL) were evaluated.  ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approvers
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SINGLE DRAW SERIAL DRAWS

0.05 ng/mL 0.4 ng/mL 0.05 ng/mL 0.4 ng/mL

Sensitivity (%) 79.7 57.4 97.3 68.2

Specificity (%) 96.1 99.8 95.0 99.8

Accuracy (%) 95.6 98.6 95.1 98.9

PPV (%) 37.2 87.6 36.4 89.4

NPV (%) 99.4 98.8 99.9 99.1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Knowing that the criteria by which Tn values are interpreted for MI had changed, the investigators analyzed their data using only the Tn data at the older ROC-based WHO cutoff and the best approximation of the 99th percentile for the Triage Tn assay.  These threshholds are 0.4 ng/mL and 0.05 ng/mL.This slide shows the sensitivity, specificity and predictive values of Tn only with serial or single draws using 0.4 ng/mL and 0.05 ng/mL threshholds.   Note that lowering the cutoff improves the sensitivity regardless of the cutoff used but the better performance is seen at 0.05 ng/mL [refer to the top line in the table].  However this improved sensitivity comes at a cost of PPV which drops significantly with the lower cutoff [refer to the 37.2% and 36.4 PPVs in the 0.05 ng/mL columns].  In other words, using Tn only and the very low cutoff, a negative result is very reliable but a positive result is much less so. One way to compensate for this is to combine the Tn information with CK-MB and myoglobin. ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slideThe single draw sensitivity and specificity results at 0.4 ng/mL are similar to the data found in the package insert for the 0-6 hr time frame.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversData from Table 3.  Note that, in a single draw using the 0.4 ng/mL cutoff,  the sensitivity and specificity values from Straface fall within the confidence intervals of the package insert for patients arriving to the ED within 12 hours of symptom onset. 
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Clinical Value of Rapid Disposition Algorithm

5,241
patients

Straface , AL et al Am. J. Clin. Path. (2008) 129:788-795

Sensitivity
98.0%

Specificity
99.8%

PPV
92.4%

NPV
99.9%

Accuracy
99.7%
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ul
ts

+ – Total
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– 3 5041 5044

Total 148 5053 5201
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Non-diseased vs. Diseased diagnosis

1.9
draws per 
patient

30,087
test results 
generated

5.7
test results 
per patient

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The data from all three markers can be integrated to give impressive results. These data are from all three sites combined. Using the triple marker strategy there was excellent overall diagnostic accuracy (99.7%) with negative and positive predictive values of 99.9% and 92.4%, respectively. There was no statistically significant difference in the sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values obtained at the individual sites versus the combined data set.  ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slideNote the prevalence rate for MI in this study was 2.8% (148/5201).  This is rather low.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversTest results, draws/patient and test results/patient are personal communications from the authors.Remaining data taken from Results, Table 2 and Figure 1.
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Improving Patient Flow in Acute Coronary Syndromes 
in the Face of Hospital Crowding

23Birkhahn, RH, et al, J Em Med, (2012), 43:356–365

In the post-implementation period there was:
• 20% reduction in hospital LOS.
• 33% reduction in ED LOS
• 62% decrease (5% vs. 1.9%) in 30-day mortality
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This study shows operational benefits that can be achieved with a rapid disposition protocol. A New York city hospital utilized the same testing protocol as the Dallas hospitals, calling it the Rapid Acute Cardiac Evaluation (or RACE) pathway.  In this hospital, suspected ACS patients are sent to the telemetry unit for monitoring.   The ED physicians hypothesized that the volume of admissions to a limited pool of cardiac telemetry beds was one of the main contributors to prolonged ED length of stay (LOS) for patients being evaluated for ACS.  They further hypothesized that by utilizing the RACE pathway there would be a reduction in telemetry admissions, thereby reducing ED LOS for those being admitted to telemetry, as well as for individuals being discharged.The data show that, with the implementation of the RACE protocol, the overall hospital LOS was significantly less for those patients in the RACE pathway, with 26% of them being discharged home from the ED.  However, after implementation of RACE,  the non RACE patients had a significant reduction in ED LOS. This impact on ED LOS was attributed to an approximately 80% decrease in patients admitted to telemetry via the RACE protocol  (26% discharged home, 55% admitted to general floor) and thus the better availability of telemetry beds for all individuals (either RACE or non-RACE patients).  There was no significant change in hospital LOS once the individual was admitted to telemetry for monitoring.  Overall, with the implementation of cardiac marker POCT there was a 20% reduction in hospital LOS, a 1 third reduction in ED LOS and approximately a 60% decrease in the 30 day mortality rate.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slideRACE: Rapid Acute Cardiac Evaluation LOS: Length of stayThe percent changes noted at the bottom of the slide are based on the combined data of both RACE and non-RACE cohort patients.  Study design:Observational cohort study conducted pre- and post- availability of a POC testing platform for cardiac biomarkers. 1480 patients enrolled, 676 in the pre-implementation period and 804 in the post-implementation period (of whom 396 underwent POCT).Major measures included number of overall telemetry admissions, ED LOS, hospital LOS, and disposition.RACE pathway:  POC cardiac  biomarker levels (TnI, CK-MB, and myoglobin) measured  in the ED using the Triage Cardiac Panel at baseline and 2 h after presentation.  POCT considered positive if: TnI exceeded 0.05 ng/mL at either 0 or 2 h or both; if myoglobin doubled between 0 and 2 h; or any combination of these. Myoglobin was considered positive only if it doubled.Patients were followed at 30 days to identify any hospital revisits, hospital revisits for chest pain, and significant cardiac events (ST-elevation myocardial infarction [STEMI], non-STEMI [NSTEMI], or angiography resulting in cardiac stent placement).______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversObservational cohort study conducted pre- and post- availability of a POC testing platform for cardiac biomarkers. 1480 patients enrolled, 676 in the pre-implementation period and 804 in the post-implementation period (of whom 396 underwent POCT).Major measures included number of overall telemetry admissions, ED LOS, hospital LOS, and disposition.RACE pathway:  POC cardiac  biomarker levels (TnI, CK-MB, and myoglobin) measured  in the ED using the Triage Cardiac Panel at baseline and 2 h after presentation.  POCT considered positive if: TnI exceeded 0.05 ng/mL at either 0 or 2 h or both; if myoglobin doubled between 0 and 2 h; or any combination of these. Myoglobin was considered positive only if it doubled.Graphs were created from the data in Table 2, page 360Patients were followed at 30 days to identify any hospital revisits, hospital revisits for chest pain, and significant cardiac events (ST-elevation myocardial infarction [STEMI], non-STEMI [NSTEMI], or angiography resulting in cardiac stent placement).
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POCT Alone is Not Enough

24Ryan, R.J. et al. Ann Em Med (2009), 53:321-328 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is VERY important to understand that simply introducing POCT for cardiac markers is not sufficient to improve ED operations.  In this study, conducted at four hospital, POCT Tn was used for the half the patients, the Tn testing for the remaining half was sent to the laboratory.  As expected, the TAT for the POC Tn test was much better than that for the lab.  The lab TAT averaged just under one hour.  The POC  TAT averaged 15 minutes.  In addition, the percentage of results that were available in less than 60 minutes jumped from 52.8% to 98% and the percentage of results available in less than 30 minutes went from 3% to 87.3%.  These are very impressive improvements.HOWEVER….[next slide]______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slide1000 ED CP patients in 4 EDs randomized to receive POC or lab Tn POC markers drawn at 90, 180 and 360 minutes.ED LOS and LOD measured for each armThe POC Tn in this study was iSTAT.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversData for the bar graphs taken from Table 4.  The TAT data are converted from hr (0.97 and 0.25) to minutes (58.2 and 15).
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Impact on ED Operations

25

Admitted Discharged

Disposition –7.8 minutes –20.4 minutes

Departure –9 minutes –7.2 minutes

Ryan, R.J. et al. Ann Em Med (2009), 53:321-328 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even though the POCT reduced the result TAT from nearly one hour to fifteen minutes, the impact to ED operations was minimal.  For those patients who were to be admitted, the time to make that decision was reduced by only 8 minutes.  The time actually spent in the ED was reduced by only 9 minutes.  For patients being discharged, the time to make that decision was reduced by 20 minutes but the time to actually leave the ED was reduced by only 7 minutes. Without process change to take advantage of the reduced TAT, the impact to ED operations is minimal.  The authors concluded that the impact of POCT on ED operations (patient throughput) needs to consider all ED operations.Implementing POCT has greatest value when accompanied by process changes that take advantage of the more rapid diagnostic test results.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slide1000 ED CP patients in 4 EDs randomized to receive POC or lab Tn POC markers drawn at 90, 180 and 360 minutes.ED LOS and LOD measured for each armThe POC Tn in this study was iSTAT.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversData taken from Table 3.  The TAT data are converted from hr (-0.13, -0.34, -0.15 & -0.12) to minutes.
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Knowing now matters™ in the ED
Sepsis

26
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Definition of Sepsis 

Systemic, deleterious host response to infection 
– Presence (probable or documented) of infection together with systemic 

manifestations of infection which may include:

Dellinger RP, et al. Crit Care Med. 2013;41:580-637.

Core temp 

HR >90/min 
or more than 
2SD above 
normal for age

Altered 
Mental Status

>12,000/mm3 or 
<4,000/mm3 
or >10% immature forms

Hyperlactatemia
> 1mmol/L

Plasma 
Procalcitonin
more than 2SD 
above normal

Fever
>38.3°C

<36°C Tachypnea

and/oror

WBC count 

27

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sepsis is a serious medical condition caused by a poorly regulated immune response to infection. It is comprised of a complex chain of events involving inflammatory and anti-inflammatory processes which can result in a variety of presentation symptoms [refer to the items on the slide]. ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slide______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversData from Table 1, page 585.
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Mortality Rates

28

 Sepsis remains the leading cause 
of death in critically ill patients in 
the United States.

 Each year 750,000 people will 
develop sepsis.

 Leading non-cardiac cause of 
death in ICUs

 Mortality rates between 28-38%

NIH HIV AIDS Statistics, 2001. 
Breast Cancer Figures 2005-2006
Angus DC, Linde-Zwirble WT, Lidicker J et al. Crit Care Med. (2001) 29:1303-10. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In severe cases of sepsis, one or more organs fail.  The worst case scenario is  a continuing decline of overall health including a decrease in blood pressure, weakening of the heart, septic shock, multiple organ system failure and eventually death.  The incidence and mortality of  sepsis has been on the rise, primarily due to an aging population, increases of chronic disease, the spread of antibiotic-resistant organisms and an upsurge in invasive procedures and broader use of immunosuppressive and chemotherapeutic agents.Sepsis remains the leading cause of death in critically ill patients in the US.  Each year over 750,000 people will develop sepsis, and over 215,000 will die.  This mortality rate eclipses AIDS and breast cancer combined.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slide______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approvers15603 HIV/AIDS deaths from NIH HIV AIDS Statistics. https://aidsinfo.nih.gov/news/168/hiv-aids-statistics 40000 breast cancer deaths from page 3 of Breast Cancer Figures. http://www.cancer.org/acs/groups/content/@nho/documents/document/caff2005brfacspdf2005pdf.pdf 215000 sepsis deaths from abstract of Angus et al
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Diagnostic Criteria for Sepsis

29Dellinger RP, et al. Crit Care Med. (2013);41:580-637.

Infection, documented or suspected, and some of the following:

General Inflammatory

Organ DysfunctionHemodynamic Tissue Perfusion

Lactate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2002 the Society of Critical Care Medicine published the first Surviving Sepsis Campaign guidelines.  The goal was to elevate clinical awareness of sepsis, improve diagnosis and treatment with the initial goal of reducing sepsis mortality by 25%.  These guidelines have been updated a few times with the most recent being published in early 2013.The diagnostic criteria for sepsis requires evaluation of several physiological areas:  general symptoms, inflammatory and hemodynamic variables, signs of organ dysfunction or poor tissue perfusion.  One of the two indicators of poor tissue perfusion is lactate.  ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slideGeneral symptoms: Fever, Hypothermia, Elevated heart rate, Tachypnea, Edema or + fluid balance, HyperglycemiaInflammatory variables: abnormal white cell counts (high, low or high levels of immature forms of WBCs), elevated CRP or procalcitoninHemodynamic variables: low blood pressureOrgan dysfunction: arterial hypoxemia, acute oliguria, decreased urine output or an increase in creatinine, ileus (no bowel sounds), thrombocytopenia (Platelet count < 100,000) or elevated bilirubinTissue Perfusion: lactate > 1 mmol/L or decreased capillary refillWhen tissues have poor perfusion (poor flow of blood) they have access to less oxygen.  When this happens they change some of their metabolic pathways and lactate is a byproduct of this change.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversData from Table 1, page 585.
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Lactate Predicts Mortality

30Rooney and Schilling.  Critical Care (2014) 18:692–399.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lactate was identified as a key marker for sepsis because it is produced by tissues that are lacking oxygen (poor perfusion).  We also know that sepsis-related mortality is worse when lactates are elevated.  ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slideIn-hospital mortality rates were documented for patients who presented to the ED with infection, and serum lactate measurements were available (n = 1,278). Greater 3-day and 28-day mortality rates were found in patients with lactate levels of more than 4.0 mmol/L.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversData from Figure 1 of the paper.
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Initial Resuscitation and Infection Issues -
The Overall Goal

31Dellinger RP, et al. Crit Care Med. (2013) 41:580-637.

Protocolized
resuscitation of 
patients with sepsis-
induced hypoperfusion

 Hypotension after initial 
fluid challenge or

 Lactate > 4 mmol/L  CVP 8-12 mm Hg

 MAP > 65 mm Hg

 Urine output 
>0.5 mL* kg*hr

 ScvO2 70% or 
SvO2 65%

6-hour goals

Normalize an 
elevated lactate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to defining the diagnostic criteria for sepsis, the Surviving Sepsis Campaign established guidelines for treatment and other performance measures like antimicrobial therapy, infection prevention and infection source control.  The campaign strongly urges the implementation of defined protocols for the treatment of patients suspected of sepsis, especially those whose blood pressure remains high after administration of IV fluids or whose lactate levels are very high. The 6-hour goal is to normalize the blood pressure, improve urine output, improve oxygenation of the tissues and to normalize an elevated lactate.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slide______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approvers
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Improve Patient Outcomes

 Lactate clearance is associated 
with improved patient outcome.
 Lactate measurement is 

associated with increased risk 
of death independent of other 
aspects of sepsis bundle 
guidelines.
 Point-of-care measurements 

of lactate are faster than 
central laboratories.
– May be beneficial for serial 

measurements.

Nguyen HB, Rivers EP, Knoblich BP et al. Crit Care Med. (2004) 32:1637-42.
Afessa B, Keegan MT, Schramm GE et al. Crit Care Med. (2011) 15(Suppl 1): P286. 
Boldt J, Kumle B, Suttner S et al. Acta Anaesthesiol Scand. (2001) 45:194–9. 32

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Normalizing the lactate, or “lactate clearance” is associated with improved patient outcomes.  To be able to make fast decisions regarding patient care, point-of-care measurements of lactate, including serial measurements, may be useful and more expedient than central laboratory testing.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slide______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversNguyen HB, Rivers EP, Knoblich BP et al. Crit Care Med. 2004;32(8):1637-42.Afessa B, Keegan MT, Schramm GE et al. Crit Care Med. 2011;15(Suppl 1): P286. Boldt J, Kumle B, Suttner S et al. Acta Anaesthesiol Scand. 2001;45:194–9.
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Unadjusted hospital 
mortality decreased 
from 37% to 30.8% 
over a 2-year period

Implementation of the Surviving Sepsis Protocols

33

1Intensive Care Med (2010) 36:222-231.

15,775 patients at 
252 participating 

Surviving Sepsis sites1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is good evidence that the Surviving Sepsis Campaign protocols can work well. The mortality improvement of this study may seem modest but is data pooled over 252 sites.  It is difficult to know how well all 252 sites were able to strictly adhere to the protocols.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slide______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approvers
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Bundle compliance 
rose from 

12.7% to 52.7%

Mortality declined 
from 30.3% to 22%

Implementation of the Surviving Sepsis Protocols

34

33-month study period 
at Mayo-MN2

Unadjusted hospital 
mortality decreased 
from 37% to 30.8% 
over a 2-year period

15,775 patients at 
252 participating 

Surviving Sepsis sites1

1Intensive Care Med (2010) 36:222-231.
2. Crit Care Med (2011) 39:252-258, 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Studies at single sites can compare compliance with the diagnosis and treatment bundles with outcomes.  This second study from the Mayo clinic shows that, as sepsis bundle compliance rose, sepsis-related mortality fell.Additional notes for this slide______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approvers
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Implementation of the Surviving Sepsis Protocols

35

Medical City Plano (TX) 
evaluation3

Bundle compliance 
rose from 

12.7% to 52.7%

Mortality declined 
from 30.3% to 22%

33-month study period 
at Mayo-MN2

Unadjusted hospital 
mortality decreased 
from 37% to 30.8% 
over a 2-year period

15,775 patients at 
252 participating 

Surviving Sepsis sites1

Mortality in the 
non-bundle group: 

61.1%

Mortality in the 
bundle group: 20%

1Intensive Care Med (2010) 36:222-231.
2. Crit Care Med (2011) 39:252-258, 
3. Ann Pharmacother (2010) 44:1733-1738 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And this third study in Texas showed even more impressive results.  Mortality of septic patients that were not managed by the Surviving Sepsis diagnosis and treatment bundles was over 60%.  When managed by the Surviving Sepsis bundles, mortality dropped to 20%.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slide______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approvers
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Rapid Lactates for Septic Patients: 
CMS Core Measure

 SEP-1: Early Management Bundle, Severe Sepsis/Septic Shock 
Specifications Manual for National Hospital Inpatient Quality Measures 
 Discharges 10-01-15 (4Q15) through 06-30-16 (2Q16) SEP-3

36

Severe Sepsis

• Lactate drawn
• Blood cultures drawn
• Broad-spectrum antibiotics administered
• Within 6 hours of presentation time: 
• Repeat lactate must be drawn if the initial 

lactate was >2.0 mmol/L

Septic Shock

• Resuscitation with 30ml/kg of crystalloid fluid 
for hypotension or lactate ≥4 mmol /liter 

• Within 6 hours of presentation time (and only if 
hypotension persists after fluid administration): 
– Vasopressors 
– Reassessment of volume status and tissue 

perfusion must be documented in the 
medical record 

Within 3 hours of presentation time, 
patient must have: 

Within 3 hours of presentation time, 
patient must have: 

INITIATED ON OCTOBER 1, 2015

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CMS now requires that hospitals report on several metrics relating to their sepsis identification and control programs.  CMS wants to know how quickly and consistently hospitals are executing important diagnostics and treatments for septic patients.  Hospitals that have poor metrics will see a decrease in their reimbursement from CMS.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slide______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approvers
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Point-of-Care Analyte Benefits

 A 2010 study published in the 
Journal of Emergency Medicine 
found that point-of-care testing 
provided a reliable and feasible 
way to measure serum lactate at 
the bedside.1

 Point-of-care lactate is useful in the 
diagnosis of sepsis at the bedside
– Recommended for institutions 

where clinical decisions are limited 
by lack of laboratory infrastructure 
or reliability.2

1Shapiro NI, Fisher C, Donnino M et al. J Emerg Med. (2010) 39:89-94.
2Moore CC, Jacob ST, Pinkerton R et al. Clin Infect Dis. (2008) 46:215-22. 37

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A 2010 study published in the Journal of Emergency Medicine found that point-of-care testing provided a reliable and feasible way to measure serum lactate at the bedside.  Some studies suggest base excess is an accurate marker for the prediction of elevated lactate in the emergency department (ED).  However, some studies also show poor correlation due to effects of other conditions.  Point-of-care lactate is useful in the diagnosis of sepsis at the bedside and is recommended for institutions where clinical decisions are limited by lack of laboratory infrastructure or reliability.Also remember that lactate levels rise quickly when the blood sits in the tube for any length of time.  POC lactate removes this variable.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slide______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approvers
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Turnaround Time

http://www.survivingsepsis.org/SiteCollectionDocuments/SSC-Implementation-Guide.pdf 38

 Serum lactate must be available 
with rapid turnaround time (within 
minutes) to effectively treat 
severely septic patients.
 An arterial blood gas analyzer 

located 
in the clinical laboratories usually 
accomplishes this.
 Hospitals should invest in 

adequate equipment in to meet 
present standards of care for 
septic patients. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Surviving Sepsis Bundle suggests that serum lactate must be available with rapid turnaround time (within minutes) to effectively treat severely septic patients.  An arterial blood gas analyzer located in the clinical laboratories usually accomplishes this. Hospitals should invest in adequate equipment in to meet present standards of care for septic patients. If a central analyzer is not efficient in a particular hospital setting, point-of-care analyzers should be evaluated for faster turnaround time.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slide______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversPages 36-38 of reference
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Don’t Forget Creatinine

Prior to any imaging procedure that 
requires the use of a contrast dye, an 
measurement of creatinine levels is 
required to confirm kidney function.

POC creatinine can play a key role in 
these diagnostic pathways.

39

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[read the slide]______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slideDon’t forget that a pregnancy test is also required prior to any radiological procedure.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approvers
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Knowing now matters™ in the ED
Infectious Disease

40
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Advantages of Rapid Testing for 
Infectious Diseases

Better directed therapy 
to reduce 

 antibiotic resistant
 hospital length-of-stay

Less adverse 
consequences

Reduced length-of-stay 
in emergency 
department

Timely application of 
appropriate Infection 
control procedures

Teachable moment

41

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Better directed therapy] We have medical guidelines that often outline the specific drug to give for the specific pathogen.  Without understanding that pathogen, doctors rely on broad spectrum drug choices.[Less adverse consequences] We should understand that antibiotics don’t just kill pathogens, but commensal “normal” microflora as well – and this normal microflora has a protective affect for people.  [Reducing the length-of-stay in emergency departments]  Patient satisfaction is directly linked to how long their visit takes.  More importantly, it is imperative that a patient with an infectious disease not interact with other patients, in particular chemotherapy, pregnant, the elderly., or the medical staff.  Reducing the time of diagnosis helps reduce the spread of disease in the healthcare setting by minimizing contact time.[Infection control] When it comes to infection control, rapid diagnosis is essential especially where isolation procedures may be required. Rapid HIV diagnosis is essential in curbing risk behaviors and spread of the disease.[Teachable moments] Rapid testing for infectious disease allows the doctor to have immediate conversations with the patient on their treatment and any behaviors that may need to be modified.  Parents that insist on antibiotics during an diagnosed viral infection can be made to understand that a virus isn’t alive and so doesn’t respond to antibiotic treatment. Most sore throats are not due to Strep A and may not require antibiotics.  In the case of HIV, there is considerable evidence that immediate receipt of results leads to modification of risky behavior, notification of at-risk partners, and improved entry into the healthcare system.  [Under-resourced areas]  Rapid testing provides actionable results in the cases where laboratory analyzers are not on the premises or send-away is not practical.
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Results – Flu Negative

42Bonner, et al, Pediatrics (2003) 112:363-367

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this study, (pediatric) patients in the ED were tested with a rapid flu test.  The result of the rapid test was shared with half of the physicians to see how this knowledge would effect their behavior.  When the flu test was negative there was no effect on physician behavior.  This is not surprising since we know the medical professional still does not know what is causing the symptoms.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slidePatients between 2 months to 21 years presenting with fever and cough, coryza, myalgias, headache, and/or malaiseAll tested with a rapid flu testHalf of attending physicians were aware of the flu test result, half were notInfluenza-positive and negative patients were compared for laboratory and radiograph studies and their associated patient charges, antibiotic/antiviral prescriptions, and length of stay in the emergency department______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversTaken from Table 2.
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Results – Flu Positive

43

* - p ≤ 0.001
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Bonner, et al, Pediatrics (2003) 112:363-367

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, rapid flu tests do give actionable results when positive.  Here we see the change in behavior and a direct clinical impact.  When the doctors were aware of a positive flu test, they ordered far fewer tests, ordered less antibiotics and more antivirals.  ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slideFlip back and forth between slides 5 and 6 to help visualize the impact of a reliable rapid flu test.A p value being <0.001 means that the difference between the MD unaware and MD aware numbers had high statistical significance.Key message: Physician knowledge of rapid diagnostic test results for influenza-positive pediatric patients resulted in significant alteration of physician decision-making and patient managementsignificant reductions in tests performed and their associated chargesdecreased antibiotic useincreased antiviral usedecreased length of stay in the EDPatients between 2 months to 21 years presenting with fever and cough, coryza, myalgias, headache, and/or malaiseAll tested with a rapid flu testHalf of attending physicians were aware of the flu test result, half were notInfluenza-positive and negative patients were compared for laboratory and radiograph studies and their associated patient charges, antibiotic/antiviral prescriptions, and length of stay in the emergency department______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversTaken from Table 2.
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Lab/Rad Charges
Time to Discharge

(min)

$68.91

42

$93.07

45

MD unaware, n =92

MD aware, n=97

Lab/Rad Charges*
Time to Discharge

(min)*

$92.37

49

$15.65 25

MD unaware, n =106

MD aware, n=96

Key Operational Metrics

44Bonner, et al, Pediatrics (2003) 112:363-367

* p ≤ 0.001

FLU NEGATIVEFLU POSITIVE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More importantly, far less money and time is spent on each flu-positive patient for whom the physician was aware of the result. Don’t forget, hospitals are now rated on patient satisfaction and that can be directly related to time spent in the hospital. When a rapid influenza test is available, time to discharge for the flu positive patients is reduced.  [Advance the slide to animate in the 2nd graph] Again, we see that the impact of the rapid test is lost for the flu negative patients since they don’t know what is causing the illness. A negative result may be a false negative since rapid tests need to be confirmed or another cause entirely.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slideA p value being <0.001 means that the difference between the MD unaware and MD aware numbers had high statistical significance.The Lab/Rad Charges and Time to Discharge metrics are the per patient average values.Key message: Physician knowledge of rapid diagnostic test results for influenza-positive pediatric patients resulted in significant alteration of physician decision-making and patient managementsignificant reductions in tests performed and their associated chargesdecreased antibiotic useincreased antiviral usedecreased length of stay in the EDPatients between 2 months to 21 years presenting with fever and cough, coryza, myalgias, headache, and/or malaiseAll tested with a rapid flu testHalf of attending physicians were aware of the flu test result, half were notInfluenza-positive and negative patients were compared for laboratory and radiograph studies and their associated patient charges, antibiotic/antiviral prescriptions, and length of stay in the emergency department______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversTaken from Table 2.
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The Power of Sample Amplification

Detection 
threshold

Amplified 
Flu+ Sample

Not Amplified 
Flu+ Sample

Without amplification, a positive 
test might not be detected.

• Dipsticks
• Cards
• Readers
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The relatively poor sensitivity of rapid flu tests is largely due to difficulty in collecting a good clinical sample. The best immunological test cannot compensate for a poor sample.  Molecular methods address this issue by amplifying the sample.  This helps make molecular tests sensitive while maintaining specificity.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slide______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approvers
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Flu Clinical Trial Results: vs PCR
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Alere™ i
Influenza A & B – Flu A RT-PCR

Positive Negative Total
Positive 147 11 158

Negative 8 464 472

Total 155 475 630

Positive Percent Agreement: 147/155 94.8% (95%CI: 90.1%–97.4%)
Negative Percent Agreement: 464/475 97.7% (95%CI: 95.9%–98.7%)

Alere™ i Influenza A & B against RT-PCR for Influenza A

Alere™ i
Influenza A & B – Flu B RT-PCR

Positive Negative Total
Positive 123 3 126

Negative 2 500 502

Total 125 503 628

Positive Percent Agreement: 123/125 98.4% (95%CI: 94.4%–99.6%)
Negative Percent Agreement: 500/503 99.4% (95%CI: 98.3%–99.8%)

Alere™ i Influenza A & B against RT-PCR for Influenza B

Positive Percent Agreement: 147/155 94.8%
Negative Percent Agreement: 464/475 97.7%

Positive Percent Agreement: 123/125 98.4% 
Negative Percent Agreement: 500/503 99.4%

Alere™ i Influenza A & B package insert

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Alere i test system provides a sensitive and specific rapid influenza test that facilitates timely action by the clinician. With this assay, doctors can have confidence in both positive and negative results.  This slide shows how our rapid molecular test compares to a traditional commercially-available PCR method. ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slideThe data for influenza A is in the top table and influenza B is in the bottom table.  At the bottom is the summary of the percent agreements to traditional PCR.PPA = Positive Percent AgreementNPA = Negative Percent AgreementRT-PCR = Reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reactionViral culture is still the gold standard to the FDA.  Therefore, when we go against PCR we have to use “positive percent agreement” (PPA) rather than sensitivity and “negative percent agreement” (NPA) rather than specificity.  In short, the results were excellent (>94%) compared to “traditional” molecular testing.  You may encounter customers stating that their rapid immunological test is better than Alere I because the package insert sensitivity is greater than 94.8%.  This is somewhat misleading.  Many rapid immunological tests have reported high sensitivity in their package inserts.  These results usually come from ideal clinical trial conditions; optimal sample collection and high numbers of patients in early stage of infection.  These conditions are rarely reproduced in clinical practice.  ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversTable taken from the Alere i Flu A/B package insert v4.0
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Viral Culture

Other Molecular Systems

Conventional PCR

Other Rapid Molecular Systems

Alere™ i

INFLUENZA

Every Minute Counts at the Point of Care

0M 15M 30M 60M 4H >24H

STREP A

Alere™ i

Other Molecular POCT

Other Molecular Systems

Conventional PCR

Bacterial Culture

0M 15M 30M 60M 4H >24H
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of the influenza test systems on the market that provide high sensitivity and specificity, the Alere i has the fastest turnaround time.Patient satisfaction is often related to how long they spend in the emergency department. Additionally, treatment decisions are directly related to the ability to get diagnostic test results in a timely fashion. The Alere i allows for high performance testing to be done either in the laboratory or near the patient. When there are outbreak concerns, triaging and portability take on an even higher level of importance. As such, the Alere i can fit into all testing scenarios.[click to reveal Strep data]Similarly, the Alere i system provides the fastest sensitive and specific Strep A test.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slide______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approvers
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Why Test?

Knowledge of a Positive 
Test Has Been Shown to: 
 Limit unnecessary 

antibiotic use
 Limit unnecessary 

diagnostic procedures
 Increase the appropriate 

use of antivirals 

Alere™ i is significantly faster than other molecular 
methods and more accurate than conventional 
rapid testing giving you the confidence to make 
effective patient management decisions sooner.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The impact of rapid influenza test turn around time extends beyond immediate treatment decisions and patient satisfaction. Respiratory symptoms are among the most common reasons patients show up at a hospital.  It is important to differentiate between viral and bacterial causes to assure that antivirals and antibiotics are used appropriately.  This not only improves patient care but is also good hospital policy.  Inappropriate use of antibiotics leads to a rise in resistant microbes which are difficult and expensive to treat.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slideAlere i is significantly faster than other molecular methods and more accurate than conventional rapid testing giving you the confidence to make effective patient management decisions sooner______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approvers
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Summary of the Recommendations

 Routine screening in all healthcare 
settings with undiagnosed prevalence 
≥0.1% for patients aged 13 to 64 
years

 Repeat testing should be performed 
at least annually for those determined 
to be high-risk

 Routine screening for all pregnant 
women

 Screening should be voluntary using 
opt-out consent

49Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. MMWR 2006;55(No. RR-14)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2006 the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention published a recommendation that HIV screening be performed on all adolescents and adults in areas where the HIV prevalence was greater than 0.1%, effectively stating that all adolescents and adults should be tested for HIV.  They also removed a significant barrier to testing by recommending opt-out consent.  In other words, patients can be screened for HIV unless they request not to be.  Previously, HIV screening required the patient’s explicit approval to be tested.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slideThere are more recent CDC guidelines (June 2014). This MMWR is still current as the guidance on which populations to be tested for HIV.  The June 2014 CDC guidance is the algorithms on how to test, not who.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversNotes taken from page 7-9
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ACEP 2014 Policy Statement

50Ann Emerg Med. (2014) 64:563

 Prolongs life
 Reduces transmission
 Is a cost-effective public health intervention

Early diagnosis and 
treatment of HIV

 All from 15-65 years old
 High risk adolescents and elderly
 All pregnant women with unknown HIV status

Candidates for HIV 
screening:

 Local prevalence of HIV is > 0.1%
 Procedures are practical and feasible
 Integrated with resources of the healthcare 

system (linkage to care)

ED HIV screening 
programs are best 

when:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The policy statement from the American College of Emergency physicians regarding HIV testing mirrors that from the CDC, recognizing the health benefit of early HIV treatment and diagnosis, and recommending screening for all adolescents, elderly and pregnant women.  One important point is that the key benefit of ED HIV screening, all HIV screening for that matter, is the ability of the program to link newly diagnosed patients to resources within the healthcare system to manage and limit further transmission of their disease.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slide______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approvers
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Is Rapid Testing in the ED Feasible?

PROS
• High-risk populations use the ED 

as their sole source for medical 
care

• Seroprevalence is relatively high 
(> 0.1% per CDC guidance) and 
this affords an outstanding 
opportunity to determine risk and 
to test for HIV

• Rapid tests are quick and 
accurate

• Growing experience and body of 
literature demonstrating clinical 
and cost effectiveness

CONS
• Perceptions regarding ED-based 

prevention efforts vary
• Program implementation will vary 

depending on resources and site
• Limited comparative data
• Funding
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Implementing HIV testing in the ED has pros and cons. ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slideNo need to read very bullet point.  ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approvers
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Benefits of Early Diagnosis of HIV Infection
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1Marks G, et al. JAIDS (2005) 39:446-453
2Pinkerton, S.D. AIDS Behav. (2008 September) 12: 677–684. doi:10.1007/s10461-007-9329-1.
3Moyer VA, et al. Ann Intern Med. (2013) 159:51-60. 
4CDC. MMWR (2011) ;60(47):1618–23.
5Starting antiretroviral treatment early improves outcomes for HIV infected individuals. 
http://www.nih.gov/news/health/may2015/niaid-27.htm

Reduction of high-risk behavior1

Reduces the risk of forward transmission:

Allows individuals with HIV to seek 
treatment earlier which:3,4,5

 Will improve their health
 Reduces the risk of premature death
 Reduces their viral load, reducing the risk of forward 

transmission

Individuals with acute HIV infection are 43 times more 
contagious than chronically infected HIV patients2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slide-25% of those Unaware of their Infection are accounting for ~54% of the new HIV infections.  Improving the awareness of HIV+ persons has shown a reduction in high-risk behavior______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approvers68% figure found in the abstract
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Performance of Alere Determine™ HIV-1/2 
Ag/Ab Combo

53Patel et al J. Clin Virol (2012) 54: 42-47

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For screening in the ED you want a rapid, easily implemented HIV test. Simply put, the Alere Determine Combo HIV test detects more early infected patients than any other rapid test available.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slideFor this study, 62 samples were identified, by HIV RNA tests (NAAT= nucleic acid amplification test), as coming from patients who had been recently HIV infected.  33 had sufficient volume to conduct the testing.  Naturally, the exact timing of the HIV infection was unknown.  These samples were tested on a two lab analyzers (ARCHITECT and Genetic Systems, which is Bio-Rad) and a number of rapid HIV tests (all the others).  The graph shows the number of the 33 samples identified as positive by each test. In some cases there were fewer than 33 samples tested.  This is because there was not enough volume of all the samples for all of the tests in the study.As shown in the table below, Determine Combo is a 4th generation HIV test so it has the ability to identify more early infections than antibody-only tests. Determine Combo and the ARCHITECT are the only 4th generation tests in this study.HIV Test Generations5th: Distinguishes between HIV-1 and HIV-2.  None of the tests in this study were 5th Gen tests.4th:Designed to detect IgM and IgG antibodies and p24 antigen3rd:Designed for IgM and IgG antibody detection2nd:Designed for IgG antibody detection1st: No longer in use. Designed for IgG detection (includes Western blot, IFA)______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversFigure approved in ensur: 120001004 v01 Patel et al. Graph - Sensitivity for ear
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Is POCT in the ED Cost Effective?
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Review article covering the value of POCT for:

ACS VTE Sepsis Stroke

Is POCT Cost Effective?

55Rooney and Schilling, Critical Care (2014), 18:692-699

with respect to the numerous manual steps to be performed in transferring a 
blood sample to the central laboratory and to retrieve the results consecutively, 
the total costs of POCT devices tend not to exceed those of central analysis.“

”POC staff do need to learn how to operate the POCT, 
but expediting patient flow might reduce the strain on this staff.

When used effectively and in the appropriate context, POCT has been shown 
to reduce delays to treatment initiation in the critically ill, improve outcomes, 
increase timely patient discharge rates, and decrease total length of stay. 
Elevated costs of POCT per analysis seem to be outweighed by the total 
gain of expedited patient flow in the appropriate setting. 

“
”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In closing.  POCT has been shown to be an effective tool in the ED health care armory.  It does require training, oversight and planning but the benefits can be significant.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Additional notes for this slide______________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes for the reviewers/approversPage 4 of 7.  2nd columnPage 5 of 7.  1st columnPage 5 of 7.  Conclusions
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Questions?

© 2017 Alere. All rights reserved. The Alere Logo, Alere, Clearview, Determine and Knowing now matters are 
trademarks of the Alere group of companies. All other trademarks referenced are trademarks of their respective owners. 
SAHIGHR-0068 vC 01/17
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